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1. A communication device comprising:

a first communication system for transmitting and/or receiving signals

according to a first protocol;

a second communication system for transmitting and receiving signals

according to a second protocol, the second protocol having the facility that a receiver

can indicate to a transmitter that it is in an unresponsive state whereby the

transmitter can be inhibited from transmitting data to the receiver when it is in the

unresponsive state;

a signal activity detector for detecting activity in the signals of the first protocol;

a signal activity predictor responsive to the signal activity detector for

predicting activity in the signals of the first protocol; and

a control unit responsive to the signal activity detector via the signal activity

predictor for causing the second communication system to indicate that it is in an

unresponsive state when the first protocol is predicted to be active.

2. A communication device as claimed in claim 1, wherein the control unit is

responsive to the signal activity detector for causing the second communication

system to indicate that it is in an unresponsive state when the first protocol is

detected to be active.

3. A communication device as claimed in claim 2, wherein the control unit is

responsive to the signal activity detector for causing the second communication

system to indicate that it is in a responsive state when the first protocol is detected to

be inactive.

4. A communication device as claimed in claim 1, wherein the signal activity detector

for detecting activity in the signals of the first protocol detects both transmit signals

and receive signals.

5 A communication device as claimed in claim 3, wherein the signal activity

predictor is arranged to predict activity in the signals of the first protocol by detecting

periodicity in the signals of the first protocol.



6. A communication device as claimed in claim 3, wherein the signal activity

predictor is arranged to predict activity in the signals of the first protocol by detecting

synchronisation of the signals of the first protocol with a pre-stored activity schedule.

7. A radio transmitter as claimed in any of claims 4 to 6, wherein the control unit is

responsive to the signal activity predictor for causing the second communication

system to indicate that it is in a responsive state when the first protocol is predicted to

be inactive.

8. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the first and

second protocols are different.

9. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the first and

second protocols occupy a common frequency band.

10. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the first

protocol is Bluetooth,

11. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the second

protocol is a wireless local area network protocol.

12. A communication device as claimed in claim 11, wherein the second protocol is

an IEEE 802.1 1 protocol.

13 A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the said

state is a power-saving state.

14. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein one of the

first and second protocols is the Bluetooth SCO or eSCO protocol.

15. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim wherein the first

communication system and the second communication system are located within a

common housing.
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16. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the second

communication system is arranged to relay traffic data received by the f irst

communication system according to the first protocol by transmitting it according to

the second protocol.

17. A communication device as claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the first

communication system and the second communication system have antennas and

the antennas are located such that signals of the first protocol transmitted by the

antenna of the first communication system are capable of interfering with signals of

the second protocol so as to prevent signals of the second protocol from being

successfully received by the first communication system.

18. A communication device as claimed in any of claims 1 to 16, wherein the first

communication system and the second communication system have a common

antenna, and the systems are arranged such that signals of the first protocol

transmitted using the antenna by the first communication system are capable of

interfering with signals of the second protocol so as to prevent signals of the second

protocol from being successfully received through the antenna by the first

communication system.

19. A communication device as claimed in any of claims 1 to 16, wherein the said

signals of the first protocol are signals transmitted according to the first protocol by a

further device remote from the said radio transmitter.

20. A method for operating a communication device comprising a first

communication system for receiving and/or transmitting signals according to a first

protocol and a second communication system for transmitting and receiving signals

according to a second protocol, the second protocol having the facility that a receiver

can indicate to a transmitter that it is in an unresponsive state whereby the

transmitter can be inhibited from transmitting data to the receiver when it is in the

unresponsive state; the method comprising:

detecting activity in the signals of the first protocol;
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in response to detecting activity in the signals of the first protocol, predicting

periods of activity in the signals of the first protocol; and

causing the second communication system to indicate that it is in an

unresponsive state when the first protocol is predicted to be active.

21. A method as claimed in claim 20, comprising ceasing transmitting traffic data to

the communication device by means of the second protocol when the second

communication system is indicated to be in the unresponsive state.

22. A method as claimed in claim 2 1, comprising buffering traffic data intended for

the communication device when the second communication system is indicated to be

in the unresponsive state.

23. A method as claimed in any of claims 20 to 22, comprising the step of:

causing the second communication system to indicate that it is in a responsive

state when the first protocol is predicted to be inactive.

24. A method as claimed in claim 23, comprising transmitting traffic data to the

communication device by means of the second protocol when the second

communication system is indicated to be in the responsive state.

25. A method as claimed in claim 24 as dependent on claim 21, comprising

transmitting the said buffered traffic data by means of the second protocol when the

second communication system is indicated to be in the responsive state.

26. A communication device comprising;

a first communication system for transmitting and receiving signals according

to a first protocol;

a second communication system for transmitting and receiving signals

according to a second protocol, the second protocol having the facility that a receiver

can indicate to a transmitter that it is in an unresponsive state whereby the

transmitter can be inhibited from transmitting data to the receiver when it is in the

unresponsive state;
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a signal activity detector for detecting activity in the transmit signals and

receive signals of the first protocol; and

a control unit responsive to the signal activity detector for causing the second

communication system to indicate that it is in an unresponsive state.

27. A communication device substantially as herein described with reference to

figures 2 and 3 of the accompanying drawings,

28. A method for operating a communication device substantially as herein

described with reference to figures 2 and 3 of the accompanying drawings.
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Statement under Article 19("O

We enclose amended pages 14-18 to replace pages 14-18 as originally filed.
Independent claims 1 and 20 have been amended to include the features recited
in original claim 4 (now deleted). Claim 1 as amended now further recites a
signal activity predictor responsive to the signal activity detector for predicting
activity in the signals of the first protocol.

The cited documents do not describe that signalling over a second protocol may
be inhibited in response to the predicted signalling activity over a first protocol,
rather than simply in response to the detected signalling activity over a first
protocol.

This mechanism has several advantages:

1. Messaging and hardware response delays may be accounted for (see the first
paragraph on page 12 of the description) by sending an indication over the
second protocol that the communication device is entering power saving mode
an appropriate period before activity is predicted over the first protocol. This
minimises the amount of time for which signalling is not occurring over either
protocol.

2. Since the second communication system need not be active while waiting for
a gap in the signalling activity over the first protocol (as in the prior art), the
second commum"cation system may be placed in a sleep state until the time that
signalling activity over the first protocol is predicted to end.

3. It avoids the second conimirriication system being triggered by the detection
of a small gap in signalling activity over the first protocol (such as might occur
with non-SCO packet transmission/reception between SCO slots in the case iliat
the first protocol is Bluetooth).
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We also submit new claims 4 and 26 directed to a communication device having a signal activity
detector that detects both transmit and receive signals of the first protocol. Basis for these
claims may be found at the third paragraph on page 11. In the systems described i the cited
documents, only transmission signals of a co-located protocol are detected. However, in devices
with limited isolation between the antennas of the two protocols (or with a single shared
antenna), receive signals of one protocol c prevent successful communication over the second
protocol. The arrangements recited in claims 4 and 26 provide improved performance in such
devices.

Yours faithfully

Philip Slmgsby
Professional Representative

Enc
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